Film Studies
Year 12
The A Level course takes place over two years of
study. In the first year students will develop a
detailed understanding of specific topics including
Independent US film, Hollywood 1960-90,
European Cinema and British film. Within these
focus areas students will develop analytical skills,
focusing on camera moment, sound, mise en
scene and editing and will consider how these
have been used to create meaning or to engage and encourage responses from spectators.
As well as these core study areas students engage in specialist areas of study include
ideologies, spectatorship, narrative and Auteur. For each of these topics students will also
understand the historical and contextual issues surrounding the film's production, release
and reception. Students will also have the opportunity to practically demonstrate their
understanding in these areas and their technical ability by completing a practical coursework
task, worth 30% of their outcome.
Year 13
In the second year of study students will build on their
skills, knowledge and understanding from year one, by
studying additional films and film movements. This year
students will study another contemporary American film as
well as a film from global cinema. In this year students will
also be introduced to silent cinema, experimental film and
documentary. The second year takes a more synoptic
approach to the
study of films where
students will draw
on all knowledge to support the further study of key
areas. Students will develop essay writing skills and
will apply these to any of the areas studied, which
prepares them for their future destinations and
university study.. Students will continue their
specialist studies in ideologies, narrative, Auteur and
Spectatorship and apply this to more complex and

challenging subject matter and film movements. At the end of the year students will sit two
examinations covering all seven film movements.
What
are
Expectations?
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Across A level study, students
will be expected to complete a
range of homework tasks. Often
this takes the form of academic
readings, research into specific
topics
and
essay
writing.
Students will need to complete
these tasks to supplement their
learning and to support. Watching
and researching additional films
is also useful to support study,
but not always set as formal
homestudy.
How will I be assessed?
Students are regularly assessed through
examination practice in lessons, and
through the opportunities for Pre Public
examinations. Each lesson also has an
opportunity for discussion supporting
informal
assessment.
The
final
assessment
comes
with
two
examinations, both 2hours 30mins and a
controlled assessment brief worth 30% of
the overall grade.
What equipment/books do I need to be
successful?
There are revision guides which are
available from the examination board,
eduqas, which will cover all the specialist
study areas and provide case studies for
some of the films. There is also a
department revision guide which is available for all students for free, which covers
examination questions, additional tasks and the set films.

What other opportunities exist outside the
classroom?
Outside of the classroom students have been
offered additional activities to support their
learning such as trips or film screenings. There
are regular external opportunities run by film
related organisations such as film school and
work shops which run in school holidays.
These offer perfect opportunities for students
to network and support future destinations
such as university or careers.

